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Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)-driven jets involve poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields, finite
pressure gradients, and unbalanced forces. The mechanism driving these jets is first discussed
qualitatively by decomposing the magnetic force into a curvature and a gradient component. The
mechanism is then considered quantitatively by consideration of all terms in the three components of
the MHD equation of motion and in addition, the implications of Ampere’s law, Faraday’s law, the
ideal Ohm’s law, and the equation of continuity. The analysis shows that jets are self-collimating
with the tip of the jet moving more slowly than the main column of the jet so there is a continuous
stagnation near the tip in the jet frame. Experiments supporting these conclusions are discussed and it
is shown how this mechanism relates to jets in astrophysical and solar corona contexts. Published by
AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5009571
I. INTRODUCTION
This tutorial paper describes magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) jets that occur in laboratory experiments and in nature.
Jet physics will be described in terms of basic MHD properties
which will first be listed and then discussed; the discussion
assumes that the reader has at least a minimal familiarity with
the equations of ideal MHD. Naturally occurring MHD jets
include astrophysical jets1–4 and aspects of solar corona loops.5
Laboratory examples include coaxial magnetized plasma guns
used to make spheromaks6–8 and MHD thrusters being investi-
gated for space propulsion. In contrast to Marshall guns9 and
electric arcs10,11 which have a toroidal magnetic field but no
poloidal field, the jets considered here have both toroidal and
poloidal fields and so have magnetic helicity.
First observed a century ago,12 astrophysical jets are
now known to exist over a wide range of scales with the
smallest jets having lengths of the order of the size of the
solar system and the largest being millions of parsecs long.13
There is large astrophysical literature on the theory of astro-
physical jets with notable examples being Refs. 14–18 and
during the last two decades most of this literature has
involved numerical solutions of the MHD equations.
However, there are also some analytical treatments, for
example Ref. 19. Astrophysical jets can be either non-
relativistic or relativistic with the solar-system-size jets
(104 parsec characteristic length) being non-relativistic and
jets with kiloparsec-megaparsec characteristic lengths being
highly relativistic. This paper will only consider non-
relativistic jets. The solar corona has a variety of plasma-
filled magnetic flux tubes that are sometimes stationary and
sometimes violently erupt. It will be argued here that MHD
jet concepts apply to some of this solar behavior.
MHD jets have been studied in the laboratory using vari-
ous technologies each having a distinctive parameter regime.
Z-pinch technology has been used at Imperial College by
Lebedev et al.20 to create jets with a mm scale size and sub-
microsecond time scales. Laser technology has been used at
the University of Rochester by Li et al.21 to make jets with
megagauss magnetic fields and nanosecond characteristic
times. Spheromak technology has been used at Caltech to
make jets with kilogauss fields, time scales of tens of micro-
seconds, and tens of cm characteristic lengths22–24 and this
technology has also been used at Caltech to simulate solar
coronal loops and show25,26 that MHD jets are an important
aspect of these loops. MHD jets have also been investigated
as the basis for spacecraft propulsion at the Consorzio RFX
in Italy by Zuin et al.27 and at Princeton University by Lev
and Choueiri.28
The above list of situations where MHD jets occur spans
twenty orders of magnitude in time and space; yet, these sit-
uations have the same morphology, topology, and dynamical
mechanism. The morphology is axisymmetric with a long,
narrow, collimated jet, the topology involves linked poloidal
and toroidal magnetic fields, and the dynamical mechanism
is based on hydromagnetic forces.
II. JETS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL PLASMA
STUDIES
Traditional study of plasmas starts by considering infi-
nite uniform plasmas and then the more realistic situation of
a finite-dimension equilibrium configuration. Once an equi-
librium has been established, study then focuses on unstable
perturbations about this equilibrium or stable perturbations
as constituted by various types of waves. Jets fall into none
of the above categories because jets are not in equilibrium
since there are unbalanced forces that accelerate the plasma
and cause the dimensions to change with time. On the other
hand, the qualitative morphology of jets remains constant
even though the dimensions are changing so jets can be con-
sidered quasi-steady. Traditional studies of plasmas typically
invoke various simplifying assumptions such as: (i) the
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magnetic field is constant in which case the electric field
vanishes or is electrostatic, (ii) the plasma is incompressible,
and (iii) magnetic flux, total mass, and total energy are all
conserved. None of these assumptions hold for jets and the
study of jets requires taking into account time-dependent
magnetic fields, finite electric fields, compressibility, non-
constant mass, and non-constant magnetic flux.29,30 Jets are
thus open systems where mass, flux, and energy are being
continuously injected at a boundary. Despite the lack of con-
served quantities, it is possible to develop a good understand-
ing of how jets work because the jet axisymmetry greatly
constrains the magnetic topology and enables a detailed anal-
ysis. We now list the various equations being used and then
will show how a combination of well-known properties of
these equations provides the basis for jet behavior.
III. EQUATIONS AND MAGNETIC FIELD PROPERTIES
The basic description of jets thus requires all of the fol-
lowing ideal MHD equations:
q
@U
@t
þ U  rU
 
¼ J BrP; (1a)
@B
@t
¼ r E ; (1b)
Eþ U B ¼ 0; (1c)
r B ¼ l0J; (1d)
@q
@t
þr  qUð Þ ¼ 0; (1e)
P  q
c adiabaticð Þ
q isothermalð Þ;
(
(1f)
these equations are the equation of motion, Faraday’s law,
the ideal MHD Ohm’s law, Ampere’s law, the continuity
equation, and an equation of state, respectively.
These equations have no intrinsic scale and so can
describe situations ranging from the laboratory to astrophys-
ics and so, by changing the characteristic length and time, a
laboratory result can be scaled to an astrophysical situa-
tion.31 Combination of Eqs. 1(b) and 1(c) gives the induction
equation
@B
@t
¼ r U Bð Þ; (2)
which shows that magnetic flux is frozen into the plasma
frame. This is a strong statement because it means that the
magnetic flux through an arbitrarily chosen surface S(t) mov-
ing with the plasma remains constant.
A vacuum (also called potential) magnetic field is a
magnetic field with no associated current density and so sat-
isfies r B ¼ 0. The magnetic field energy is
W ¼
ð
B2
2l0
dr (3)
and it is straightforward to show (e.g., Sec. 9.2 of Ref.
29) that the vacuum magnetic field is the lowest energy
magnetic field for given boundary conditions. This means
that if a magnetic field is initially a vacuum field but then
is altered without changing the boundary conditions, more
energy is stored in the altered field than was in the origi-
nal form. Thus, it takes work to deform a magnetic field
away from its vacuum state if the boundary conditions are
held fixed. One can think of the magnetic field as being
“elastic” in such a way that it “wants” to revert to its vac-
uum state.
Traditional studies of MHD equilibria have been based
on an increasingly complex hierarchy of approximations as
follows:
1. Potential (vacuum) magnetic field: E;U; J; and rP in
Eqs. 1(a)–1(e) are assumed to be zero and q is assumed to
be spatially uniform. The magnetic field B is assumed to
be the gradient of a potential, i.e., B ¼ rv so r B ¼ 0.
The potential approximation has often been used to model
the solar corona magnetic field.32,33
2. Linear force-free magnetic field: E;U; and rP in Eqs.
1(a)–1(e) are assumed to be zero and q is assumed to be
spatially uniform. The magnetic field and the current den-
sity J are non-zero but are such that l0J ¼ kB where k is
spatially uniform. The Woltjer-Taylor relaxation the-
ory34–37 predicts that a low b plasma will self-organize to
this state which is called “force-free” because J B ¼ 0:
The simplest force-free situation is the Lundquist solu-
tion38 which assumes cylindrical geometry and has Bz
¼ B0J0ðkrÞ and B/ ¼ B0J1ðkrÞ, where J0 and J1 are
Bessel’s functions and B0 is a constant. The linear force-
free field is the basis of spheromaks6–8 and reverse field
pinches36 and has also been used to characterize the solar
corona.39,40
3. Non-linear force-free field: This is the same as force-free
except now k is no longer assumed to be spatially uni-
form. However, the r  J ¼ 0 requirement constrains k to
be constant along a magnetic field line since r  J
¼ r  ðkB=l0Þ ¼ 0 implies B  rk ¼ 0: The non-linear
force-free field has been used in numerical models of the
solar corona.41
4. Bennett pinch:42 E and U in Eqs. 1(a)–1(e) are assumed
to be zero, while P and q are allowed to be finite and spa-
tially non-uniform. Cylindrical geometry with azimuthal
symmetry is assumed and furthermore, the configuration
is assumed to be translationally invariant in the z direction
and thus infinite in the z direction. Unlike the potential
field and force-free equilibria, here a finite pressure gradi-
ent is assumed so now B, J, and rP are all finite.
Equation 1(a) reduces to
J B ¼ rP: (4)
There is neither a pressure gradient nor a magnetic force
in each of the z and / directions as both z and / are ignor-
able coordinates. Thus, all quantities depend on r only.
The equilibrium is determined by solving for radial force
balance, i.e., by solving J/Bz  JzB/ ¼ @P=@r: There is
no current or magnetic field in the r direction as stipulated
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by r  B ¼ 0 and r  J ¼ 0. If the current is only in
the z-direction, the configuration is called a Z-pinch
and if the current is only in the /-direction, the config-
uration is called a theta-pinch (h rather than / is typi-
cally used to denote the azimuthal coordinate in this
situation).
5. Grad-Shafranov equation:43,44 E and U are assumed to
be zero. Cylindrical geometry with azimuthal symmetry
is assumed, but unlike the Bennett pinch, the configura-
tion now depends on both r and z and the pressure is
finite in a localized, finite-dimension 3D volume. The
configuration is governed by Eq. (4) and all three com-
ponents Br;B/; and Bz of the magnetic field and all three
components Jr; J/; and Jz of the current density are
finite. The Grad-Shafranov equation is used to describe
tokamaks45 as well as interplanetary magnetic clouds46
resulting from eruptions of structures on the solar
corona.
It is sometimes presumed that the MHD force balance
given by Eq. (4) can be satisfied even if there is no symme-
try; i.e., it is sometimes assumed that given some arbitrary
magnetic field BðrÞ, it should be possible to find a pressure
profile PðrÞ that satisfies Eq. (4) with J given by Eq. 1(d).
This presumption is typically invoked by sketching an arbi-
trary magnetic field line configuration and then assuming
that the sketched field represents an MHD equilibrium.
However, this presumption is incorrect because (i) the curl
of rP always vanishes because of a mathematical identity
whereas (ii) there is no particular reason why the curl of J
B should be zero. For an arbitrary BðrÞ, the curl of J B
is in fact typically finite. Thus, for an arbitrary magnetic field
the right hand side of Eq. 1(a) is typically finite in which
case there is a net force on the plasma. A net force implies
that the plasma will be accelerated so U will be finite. If U is
finite then Ohm’s law, Eq. 1(c), shows that E will typically
be finite and then Faraday’s law shows that B will typically
become time-dependent. All these considerations come into
play when considering MHD jets and so jets can be consid-
ered as a non-equilibrium extension of the hierarchy of equi-
libria listed above. Although jets are not in equilibria, they
can be considered quasi-steady in the sense that even though
parameters are changing, the morphology and nature of the
dynamics remain the same.
A good starting point for consideration of jets is a
detailed examination of the magnetic force J B. This force
can be interpreted in several different, but equivalent, ways
each having advantages and disadvantages. The first way is
simply to note that existence of a current J is obviously
required to have a J B force. This is useful because mag-
netic fields typically permeate all of space as magnetic nulls
are rare, whereas, in contrast, currents are typically localized.
To the extent that there are no magnetic nulls, the magnetic
force is thus localized to regions where the current is finite.
On using Ampere’s law to eliminate J in J B; the
magnetic force can be interpreted as solely dependent on
magnetic field properties. Invoking the vector identity
rB2=2 ¼ B  rBþ Br B shows that the magnetic
force can be decomposed as
l0J B ¼ r Bð Þ  B
¼ B  rBr B
2
2
 
¼ BB^  r BB^ð Þ  r B
2
2
 
¼ BB^  rB^ þ B^B^  r B
2
2
 
r B
2
2
 
¼ B2 R^
R
r? B
2
2
 
; (5)
where in the last line R is the local radius of curvature of the
magnetic field and R^ is a unit vector pointing away from the
center of curvature along this radius of curvature. These cur-
vature relations can be understood by defining a local cylin-
drical coordinate system fR; h; Zg with the Z-axis at the
center of curvature of the magnetic field. Thus, by definition
B^ ¼ h^ and the cylindrical unit vector relation h^  rh^
¼ R^=R gives the result B^  rB^ ¼ R^=R on replacing
h^ ! B^: We call the first term on the last line of Eq. (5) the
curvature force and the second term the gradient force. The
gradient force acts like a pressure gradient but only in the
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field as denoted by
the r? operator. The last line in Eq. (5) is thus a “field-
only” representation of the magnetic force. It must be real-
ized that the curvature and gradient forces are not orthogonal
to each other in general and in the particular case of a vac-
uum magnetic field (i.e., a field where J ¼ 0), the curvature
and gradient force are equal and opposite. The effect of the
curvature force is to try to straighten out or reduce curvature,
while the effect of the gradient force is to push from regions
of large B2 to small B2 but only in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the local magnetic field.
Jets will be assumed to be axisymmetric, but no other sim-
plifying assumptions will be made; thus, jets are a generaliza-
tion of the Grad-Shafranov situation. Cylindrical coordinates
fr;/; zg will be used where the r direction is called the radial
direction, the / direction is called the toroidal direction, and
the z direction is called the axial direction. We note that r/
¼ /^=r and whenever possible find it convenient to express
vectors in terms ofr/ because the identityrr/ ¼ 0 sim-
plifies manipulations. If vectors were instead expressed in
terms of /^ then, when taking the curl, one would have to keep
track of distracting terms of the form r /^ ¼ r ðrr/Þ
¼ r^  /^=r ¼ z^=r that eventually cancel.
Another important property of axisymmetry is the
requirement that all physical parameters must be mathemati-
cally regular, i.e., must be analytical and so have finite spa-
tial derivatives of all order. The regularity constraint
implies47 that the r and / components of an axisymmetric
physical vector must be an odd function of r, while the z
component of an axisymmetric vector and all axisymmetric
scalars must be even functions of r. Being odd functions of r,
the vector components Br;B/;Er;E/; Jr; J/;Ur;U/ must all
vanish on the z axis no matter what equations are used,
whereas Bz;Ez; Jz;Uz; and P can be finite on the z axis and, if
finite, must be even functions of r.
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Because of the assumed axisymmetry, all vectors can
be decomposed into a poloidal component and a toroidal
component. The toroidal component is in the / direction,
while the poloidal component is in some combination of the
r and z directions. Thus, a toroidal vector is of the form T
¼ T/^ while a poloidal vector is of the form P ¼ Prr^ þ Pzz^:
An axisymmetric magnetic field can therefore always be
expressed as
B ¼ Bpol þ Btor; (6)
where the poloidal part of the magnetic field is
Bpol ¼ 1
2p
rwr/ (7)
and the toroidal part of the magnetic field is
Btor ¼ l0I
2p
r/: (8)
The magnetic field then depends on two scalar parameters,
the poloidal flux wðr; tÞ and the poloidal current Iðr; tÞ: The
poloidal flux is the magnetic flux linked by a circle around
the z axis having axial position z and radius r; i.e.,ð
Bpol  ds ¼
ðr
0
1
2p
rwr/  z^2prdr
¼
ðr
0
1
2p
r^
@w
@r
 /^
r
 z^2prdr ¼ w: (9)
The poloidal current is the electric current linked by a circle
around the z axis having axial position z and radius r and
a relation paralleling Eq. (9) relates the poloidal current
density Jpol to the poloidal current, i.e., I ¼
Ð
Jpol  ds:
Poloidal fields are produced by toroidal currents and vice
versa. The forms of Eqs. (7) and (8) automatically satisfy
r  B ¼ 0:
An important property of Eq. (5) relevant to jets is that
the magnetic force depends on the gradient and curvature of
the magnetic field but depends on the magnitude only if there
is a gradient or curvature. Thus, it is possible for the force
associated with the toroidal part of the magnetic field to be
comparable to or much stronger than the force associated
with the poloidal part of the magnetic field even though the
magnitude of the poloidal part greatly exceeds the magnitude
of the toroidal part. An example occurs in the force-free
Lundquist solution where the radially inward force from B/
balances the radially outward force from Bz even though at
small radius Bz ¼ B0J0ðkrÞ greatly exceeds B/ ¼ B0J1ðkrÞ:
IV. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF JETS
Figure 1 sketches the basic components of a jet. There is
cylindrical symmetry about the z axis and we are primarily
concerned with behavior in the upper half r–z plane (positive
z region). Boundary conditions for this upper half-plane are
imposed at z¼ 0. In the case of a lab experiment, z¼ 0 would
correspond to the electrodes, while in an astrophysical jet sit-
uation z¼ 0 would correspond to an accretion disk. It is
assumed that the upper half plane (i.e., z> 0) is governed by
ideal MHD but there is no such assumption for z¼ 0 (i.e., it
is not assumed that the electrodes or an accretion disk are
governed by ideal MHD). The boundary conditions at z¼ 0
are
1. A toroidal current located at or immediately below z ¼ 0
creates a dipole-like poloidal magnetic field in the upper
half plane (z > 0 region).
2. A mass source at z ¼ 0 in the vicinity of the z-axis sup-
plies an upward mass flux; the injection velocity is small
compared to the eventual jet velocity.
3. There is initially sufficient diffuse plasma in the upper
half r–z plane so that this upper half plane is governed by
ideal MHD. However, the density of this diffuse plasma is
much lower than that of the mass source described in item
2 above.
4. A current source located below z ¼ 0 drives a poloidal
electric current Itot that flows in the upper half plane. The
current source could be a battery, capacitor, or other volt-
age sources with a large resistance in series so the current
flowing in the upper half-plane remains constant even if
the plasma impedance changes. This current produces a
toroidal magnetic field with toroidal flux frozen into the
frame of the plasma. If plasma flows upwards from the
mass source, then flux is frozen into this flow. As well as
acting as a source of toroidal magnetic flux, the current
source acts as a power source in accordance with
Poynting’s theorem. The dynamics causes a radial voltage
drop to develop in the z ¼ 0 plane and the injected power
is the product of this voltage and the electric current. The
plasma has low impedance compared to the high internal
impedance current source so the plasma looks like nearly
a short-circuit to the current source.
The initial poloidal magnetic field is a vacuum field in
the upper half r–z plane since the toroidal current creating
this field is not in the upper half r–z plane. Thus, no forces
FIG. 1. Initial layout. Slight blue shading in the upper half plane (z> 0
region) indicates initial diffuse plasma so that ideal MHD is valid.
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are associated with the initial, undeformed poloidal magnetic
field. Furthermore, being a vacuum magnetic field, the ini-
tial, undeformed poloidal magnetic field is a minimum-
energy state.
In contrast, the toroidal field in Fig. 1 is not a vacuum
field because the poloidal current that produces this field is
in the upper half r–z plane. The toroidal field is thus not in a
minimum energy state and so there will be forces associated
with this field. We first consider forces associated with a sin-
gle toroidal field line and then forces associated with multi-
ple toroidal field lines.
Since a single toroidal field line is a circle, there will be
a magnetic curvature force l10 B2R^=R trying to contract
the radius of this circle. There will also be a magnetic gradi-
ent force l10 r?ðB2=2Þ going from where the field is
strong to where it is weak. The toroidal magnetic field must
vanish on the z axis (i.e., at r¼ 0) because of mathematical
regularity.47 The analysis in Ref. 47 shows that B/ must
scale as an odd power of r, so the toroidal field magnitude
must initially increase with increasing r. This means that the
gradient force is towards the z axis, i.e., towards the center
of curvature of the toroidal field. Thus, the curvature and gra-
dient forces are both radially inwards and so toroidal field
lines can be considered in this instance as behaving like elas-
tic bands wrapped around the poloidal field and squeezing
the poloidal field towards the z axis. This is the pinch force.
Now consider the vertical behavior. It is seen in Fig. 1
that because the poloidal magnetic field flares radially out-
wards with increasing z and because the poloidal current
flows along the poloidal field, the current channel must also
flare outwards (i.e., becomes wider with increasing height).
This means that the current density decreases with increasing
z. If a(z) is the z-dependent radius of the current channel and
Jz is radially uniform, then Jz ¼ Itot=ðp½aðzÞ2Þ and
B/ðr; zÞ ¼ l0rJz=2 ¼ l0rItot=ð2p½aðzÞ2Þ: Thus, B2/ decreases
with increasing z at fixed r because the widening of the cur-
rent channel with height means that a is an increasing func-
tion of z. Since the gradient magnetic force is directed from
a high magnitude field region to a low magnitude field
region, there will be an upward magnetic gradient force scal-
ing as – @B2/=@z, i.e., proportional to da=dz: Thus, the com-
bination of magnetic curvature and magnetic gradient forces
gives radially inward and axially upward forces as indicated
in Fig. 2.
We now recall that magnetic flux is frozen into the
frame of the plasma. This is true separately for the poloidal
and toroidal fluxes because the mathematical proof for
frozen-in flux allows the contour defining the perimeter of
the flux to be arbitrarily chosen (see Sec. 2.6.4 of Ref. 29).
Thus, one could choose a contour linking poloidal flux or
one could choose a contour linking toroidal flux and in either
case the linked flux would be conserved provided the contour
moved with the plasma. The pinch force resulting from the
sum of the curvature and radial gradient of the toroidal mag-
netic field squeezes the plasma radially. Because the poloidal
magnetic field is frozen into the frame of the plasma, this
force must also squeeze the poloidal magnetic field lines
radially towards the z axis. Similarly, the upwards axial
force resulting from the axial gradient of the toroidal field
magnitude pushes plasma axially upwards, but because the
poloidal field is frozen into the plasma, the poloidal field is
also pushed axially upwards.
The poloidal field line length increases on being
stretched. However, the poloidal current was assumed to
remain constant because this current is being driven by a cur-
rent source. There thus must be new toroidal flux entering
the upper half plane from z¼ 0 because toroidal flux is fro-
zen into the plasma which is moving up from z ¼ 0: This
injection of toroidal flux at z¼ 0 is consistent with Ampere’s
law because, as the poloidal field stretches and becomes lon-
ger, more toroidal field lines link the poloidal field. There is
consequently injection of both toroidal flux and mass. The
rate of toroidal flux injection gives the voltage appearing
across the current source, while the rate of mass injection is
determined by the properties of the mass source. If the mass
source is removed, the jet will become mass-starved and will
not function.
This mass upflow and associated frozen-in magnetic
field can be considered as constituting the jet. As seen in Fig.
3, the axial stretching of the poloidal magnetic field com-
bined with the simultaneous radially inward compression of
the inner part of this field causes the radially inward part of
the poloidal field in the jet main column to become nearly
straight. The poloidal magnetic field curvature thus concen-
trates at the apex of the arched poloidal field (tip region in
sketch) and this curvature provides a localized downward
retarding force. This retarding force slows down the jet as it
approaches large z. An observer located just before the jet tip
and moving with the jet will see the jet material in front
(higher z location in sketch) moving more slowly than the jet
material behind (lower z location). This means that there will
be an effective axial compression of the jet material in the
observer’s frame. This axial plasma compression also pro-
vides an axial compression of the frozen-in toroidal flux.
FIG. 2. Jet soon after beginning. Radial inward force from toroidal field cur-
vature and gradient squeezes poloidal field and frozen-in plasma at small z.
Axial upwards force from the gradient of toroidal field in the z direction
accelerates plasma from the z¼ 0 region upwards with its frozen-in toroidal
flux.
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However, since toroidal flux density corresponds to B/, the
axial squeezing increases B/ and so increases the radial
inward pinch force associated with the curvature and gradi-
ent of the toroidal field. The result is that the jet radius is
reduced and so the jet self-collimates as it propagates. This
process can continue forever so an arbitrarily long collimated
jet results if no instabilities occur.
The upward magnetic force resulting from toroidal field
curvature and gradient vanishes at r¼ 0 because the toroidal
field vanishes as r ¼ 0: However, because there is a higher
pressure on the z-axis at small z compared to large z there is
also an upwards axial acceleration at r¼ 0 because of this
axial pressure gradient.
V. QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF JETS
We now validate the qualitative description in Sec. IV
by making a detailed analysis of the ideal MHD equations
with boundary conditions (i.e., mass source, current source
at z¼ 0, initial vacuum poloidal field) as shown in Figs. 1–3.
Because the curl of a toroidal vector is poloidal and vice
versa, Eq. 1(d) shows that the poloidal and toroidal current
densities are
Jpol ¼ 1
2p
rI r/ (10)
and
Jtor ¼  r
2
2pl0
r  1
r2
rw
  
r/ (11)
so
J ¼ Jpol þ Jtor: (12)
Equation (10) is formally like Eq. (7), so Iðr; z; tÞ is formally
like wðr; z; tÞ:
It is useful at this point in the discussion to consider the
condition for electric current to flow from one poloidal flux
surface to another. For this to happen the current density J
would have to contain a component normal to the poloidal
flux surface. Since rw is normal to poloidal flux surfaces, it
would thus be necessary to have finite J  rw. Since J  rw
¼ Jpol  rw ¼ ð2pÞ1rI  r/  rw ¼ ð2pÞ1rI  rw
r/; this means it would be necessary to have finite rI
rw to have electric current flow across flux surfaces. If
I ¼ IðwÞ so rI  rw ¼ ð@I=@wÞrw  rw ¼ 0 then elec-
tric current would be constrained to flow on poloidal flux
surfaces but not across these surfaces. The poloidal flux
surfaces could then be visualized as being like the nested
skins of an onion with these skins electrically insulated from
each other. The condition for electric current to flow
from one flux surface to another is therefore that I is not a
function of w:
We now combine Eqs. 1(a), 1(d), and 1(e) as follows:
We add Ur times Eq. 1(e) to the LHS of the r component of
Eq. 1(a), rU/ times Eq. 1(e) to the LHS of r times the /
component of Eq. 1(a), and Uz times Eq. 1(e) to the LHS of
the z component of Eq. 1(a). We also substitute for J using
Eq. (12). Taking into account that
U  rUð Þr ¼ Ur
@Ur
@r
þ Uz @Ur
@z
 U
2
/
r
; (13a)
U  rUð Þ/ ¼ Ur
@U/
@r
þ Uz @U/
@z
þ U/Ur
r
; (13b)
U  rUð Þz ¼ Ur
@Uz
@r
þ Uz @Uz
@z
; (13c)
the r, / , and z components of the equation of motion
become, respectively,
@
@t
qUrð Þ þ r  qUrUð Þ
¼ 1
4p2
 1
l0
@w
@r
r  1
r2
rw
 
 l0I
r2
@I
@r
 !
 @P
@r
þ qU
2
/
r
;
(14a)
@
@t
qrU/ð Þ þ r  qrU/Uð Þ ¼ 1
4p2
rI rw  r/ð Þ; (14b)
@
@t
qUzð Þ þ r  qUzUð Þ
¼ 1
4p2
 1
l0
@w
@z
r  1
r2
rw
 
 l0I
r2
@I
@z
 !
 @P
@z
: (14c)
Since no approximations have been made, Eq. (14) is
completely equivalent to Eq. 1(a).
We note in passing that the Grad-Shafranov equation is
a reduced version of Eq. (1a) obtained by assuming U ¼ 0
and I ¼ IðwÞ: These assumptions give P ¼ PðwÞ so relations
of the form @I=@s ¼ ð@I=@wÞð@w=@sÞ are obtained where
s ¼ r; z and similarly for @P=@s: In this case, the RHS of
both Eqs. 14(a) and 14(c) reduce to
FIG. 3. Jet at the later stage. The stretching of the poloidal field causes the
poloidal field to be nearly straight except at the apex where it makes a sharp
turn-around. This sharp curvature at the top provides a downwards or retard-
ing force that slows down the jet near its upper tip. The velocity gradient
provides an axial compression in the jet frame of the jet plasma and its
embedded toroidal flux. This compression increases the toroidal flux density,
i.e., amplifies the toroidal field. The radially inward curvature and gradient
forces of the amplified toroidal field collimate the jet.
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14p2
1
l0
r  1
r2
rw
 
þ l0I
r2
@I
@w
 !
þ @P
@w
¼ 0; (15)
which is the Grad-Shafranov equation.
Jet behavior (i.e., finite U and no equilibrium) can be
understood by examination of two different limiting approxi-
mations for Eq. (14). These relate, respectively, to the main
jet column and the tip (leading edge) as labeled in Fig. 3 and
also in the lab photo shown in Fig. 4. The main jet column is
approximated as having a poloidal field that is nearly in the z
direction except for a slight radial flaring. The tip or leading
edge is at the top in Figs. 3 and 4 and is characterized by
having a strong curvature of the poloidal field. This curva-
ture is unavoidable because the z direction of the poloidal
field reverses sign in this region. It will be shown in Sec. VII
that the constant-current assumption implies U/ ¼ 0: Thus,
the jet does not rotate and its lengthening helical magnetic
field can be visualized as being like a machine screw being
pushed through a clearance hole without rotating.
A. Topology of jet poloidal flux
The poloidal flux of a magnetic dipole located at the ori-
gin scales as r2=ðr2 þ z2Þ3=2 and so is singular at the origin.
However, by locating the dipole at z ¼ h so the flux is now
of the form
wdipole ¼
r2
ðr2 þ ðzþ hÞ2Þ3=2
(16)
the poloidal flux is no longer singular at the origin and has
the topology sketched in Figs. 1–4. This flux is zero both on
the z axis and at infinity in the upper half r–z plane and has a
maximum in the z¼ 0 plane at r ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p h: The dipole poloidal
flux corresponds to a vacuum field, i.e., substitution of Eq.
(16) into Eq. (11) gives zero toroidal current. The jet poloi-
dal flux is fixed in the z¼ 0 plane and so could be set in this
plane to be like that of a dipole. However, because of the
stretching of the poloidal flux in the z> 0 region, the jet
poloidal flux differs from that of a dipole and so, no longer
being a vacuum field, will have an associated finite toroidal
current. Thus, the jet poloidal flux can be considered to scale
as
w  r
2
ðr2 þ ðzrðzÞ þ hÞ2Þ3=2
; (17)
where rðzÞ is a stretching function. This stretching function
has the property that r 1 for 0  z < Ljet where Ljet is the
axial length of the jet and then at z ’ Ljet, the stretching
function abruptly rises to unity so that r ¼ 1 for z > Ljet
consistent with there being no toroidal currents in the z
> Ljet region. The flux given by Eq. (17) is the same as that
of Eq. (16) at z¼ 0 but then is stretched out in the z direction
until z ’ Ljet whereupon the flux given by Eq. (17) becomes
the same as that of Eq. (16). Thus, w is nearly independent
of z for z < Ljet and then suddenly decreases when z ’ Ljet:
On a line where r is constant and z is varied, w therefore has
a plateau-like z-profile from z¼ 0 up to the jet length z ’ Ljet
at which location w has a precipice-like steep decay. In the
plateau region, @w=@z will be near zero so there will be neg-
ligible Br: At the precipice, both @w=@z and @2w=@z2 will
be large and negative corresponding to large positive Br and
large positive J/ and thus a large axial retarding force
J/Br:
B. Main jet column
In the main jet column, the jet velocity is mainly axial,
i.e., Uz 	 Ur . We define a(z) as the outer radius of the cur-
rent channel, i.e., the poloidal current is finite in the region
0  r  aðzÞ and zero immediately outside this region. The
slight widening or flaring of the jet radius as z increases
means that the jet radius a is a weakly increasing function
of z, i.e., a ¼ aðzÞ as indicated in Fig. 3 where a(z) is a
weak function of z. Thus for r2  ðzrðzÞ þ hÞ2 Eq. (17)
could be expressed as w  r2=ðzrðzÞ þ hÞ3 indicating aðzÞ
¼ að0Þð1þ zrðzÞ=hÞ3=2: Thus, in the main jet column, i.e., in
the region 0  r < aðzÞ where the poloidal current is finite,
the poloidal flux has the form
FIG. 4. Comparison between jet sketch
and photo of lab jet. The dark rod at
upper left in the photo is a magnetic
probe.
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wðr; zÞ ¼ w0
r
aðzÞ
 2
; (18)
which corresponds to an approximately radially uniform Bz
for 0  r < aðzÞ: Time-dependence has been suppressed
because the main jet column is assumed to be quasi-steady.
The weak z-dependence of a(z) means that derivatives with
respect to z can be neglected when in competition with deriv-
atives with respect to r, i.e., @=@z @=@r: Thus, in the main
jet column jBr=Bzj ¼ jð@w=@rÞ1@w=@zj  r=z is small so
the poloidal magnetic field is mainly in the z direction.
Furthermore, because w  r2, the elliptic operator appearing
in the equation of motion has the form
r2r  1
r2
rw
 
¼ r @
@r
1
r
@w
@r
 
þ @
2w
@z2
¼ @
2w
@z2
: (19)
This means that terms involving r2r  ðr2rwÞ are of order
@2=@z2 and so can be neglected relative to terms having no
or fewer z derivatives.
1. Radial component of the equation of motion
Because Ur is assumed small compared to Uz; Ur will be
dropped in Eq. (14a) so this equation reduces to
l0I
4p2r2
@I
@r
¼  @P
@r
; (20)
this is just the Bennett pinch relation JzB/ ¼ @P=@r of a
straight column since B/ ¼ l0I=2pr and Jz ¼ ð2prÞ1@I=@r:
Equation (20) is essentially the statement that because the
flaring is so weak, it can be ignored when computing radial
forces. The result is a local radial force balance between the
radially outward pushing of the pressure and the radial inward
pushing of the magnetic pinch force. Even though there is
compression of an axial magnetic field, little radial force is
associated with this compression. This is mathematically the
consequence of Eq. (19) and B being nearly straight. The
poloidal magnetic field which is mainly a Bz field exerts a
much smaller associated radial magnetic force than the toroi-
dal magnetic field despite the toroidal field being smaller than
the poloidal magnetic field. This is because the toroidal field
has a much larger radial gradient and a much smaller radius of
curvature than does the poloidal magnetic field and Eq. (5)
shows that gradient and curvature are important requirements
for existence of a magnetic force.
The radial boundary condition for Eq. (20) is that P¼ 0
at r ¼ aðzÞ: In order to have the simplest non-trivial depen-
dence of I on w it will be assumed that
l0I ¼ kw; (21)
where l0 has been inserted to make k have dimensions of
inverse length as in spheromak literature. Using Eqs. (18)
and (21) in Eq. (20) gives
@P
@r
¼  k
2w20
2p2l0a4
r: (22)
Integration and imposition of the boundary condition that
PðaðzÞÞ ¼ 0 gives
Pðr; zÞ ¼ k
2w20
4p2l0aðzÞ2
1 r
2
aðzÞ2
 !
: (23)
Equation (23) shows that P is larger at axial locations where
a is smaller. This will provide an axial hydrodynamic force
pushing from axial regions with small a to axial regions with
large a. This non-magnetic force peaks on the z-axis.
2. Azimuthal component of the equation of motion
We assume that I ¼ IðwÞ so rI rw ¼ 0 which
implies there is no current flowing across poloidal flux surfa-
ces in the upper half r–z plane. Thus, all terms in Eq. (14b)
vanish. Section VII shows that if I is time-dependent as
would happen when the current source is turned on, then I
6¼ IðwÞ and a transient poloidal current with zero time-
average flows across poloidal flux surfaces. This current nor-
mal to poloidal flux surfaces produces a finite-duration,
axially dependent torque which results in a transient axially
dependent U/ and so a finite twist.
3. Axial component of the equation of motion
Consideration of Eq. (14c) and taking into account Eq.
(19) show that the term @w=@zr  ðr2rwÞ in Eq. (14c) is
third order in @=@z, whereas the other terms are first order in
@=@z. Because a weak z dependence is assumed, the term
@w=@zr  ðr2rwÞ will therefore be neglected with respect
to the other terms. It was also assumed that Ur  Uz so
terms involving Ur will be neglected. Assuming a quasi-
steady state (i.e., @=@t small compared to other terms), Eq.
(14c) reduces to
@
@z
qU2z
  ¼  l0I
4p2r2
@I
@z
 @P
@z
; (24)
which can be integrated with respect to z to obtain
qU2z þ
l0I
2
8p2r2
þ P ¼ const: (25)
From Eqs. (18) and (21) it is seen that I2  r4 so the
middle term in Eq. (25) vanishes on the z-axis. Thus, on the
z-axis Eq. (25) reduces to the Bernoulli relation, i.e.,
qU2z ðzÞ þ PðzÞ ¼ const: for r ¼ 0: (26)
This gives an estimate of the jet velocity at the jet tip assum-
ing that the jet velocity is nearly zero at the jet base (i.e., at
z¼ 0). At large z, the jet radius is much larger than at the jet
base and so Eq. (23) indicates that we can approximate P to
be near zero at the jet tip. Since l0IðaÞ ¼ w0 evaluation of
Eq. (26) at z¼ 0 (jet base) and at the jet tip (large zÞ gives
for the jet axis
Pðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ qU2z ðzÞ
	 

tip (27)
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or
U2z ðzÞ
	 

tip ¼
l0I
2
tot
4p2að0Þ2 q½ tip
¼ B
2
/ðað0Þ; 0Þ
l20 q½ tip
; (28)
where B/ðað0Þ; 0Þ is the azimuthal magnetic field at r ¼ að0Þ;
z ¼ 0 and Itot is the total jet poloidal current, i.e., Itot
¼ IðaðzÞ; zÞ ¼ kw0=l0: Equation (28) shows that the axial
velocity at the tip is proportional to the total poloidal current
and scales in a manner similar to the Alfven velocity.
However, the magnetic field is not the field at the tip, but
rather is the edge azimuthal magnetic field at the base.
The Bernoulli relation at r¼ 0 given by Eq. (26) is a
limiting form of a more general r-dependent expression. The
r-dependence results because the accelerating force from
JrB/ which is zero at r¼ 0 becomes finite for finite r, while
the axial pressure gradient decreases from its value at r ¼ 0
because of the radial dependence of pressure as given by
Eq. (23). Substituting for P from Eq. (23) and using
I ¼ l10 w0ðr=aðzÞÞ2; Eq. (25) becomes
qU2z þ
k2w20
4p2l0aðzÞ2
1 r
2
2aðzÞ2
 !
¼ const; (29)
which causes the velocity to have a radial dependence. The
JrB/ term can be expressed as
JrB/ ¼  l0I
4p2r2
@I
@z
¼  @
@z
B2/
2l0
 !
(30)
and so the off-axis axial acceleration results, in part, from
the axial gradient of the energy density of the azimuthal
magnetic field. This axial gradient results from the flaring of
the jet main column. Equation (29) shows that the JrB/ term
is the same order of magnitude as the @P=@z pressure gra-
dient but the former is maximum off the z-axis, while the lat-
ter is maximum on the z-axis.
C. Tip of the jet: Collimation
1. Qualitative analysis
The assumption that @=@z is small becomes untrue at
the tip of the jet because here the poloidal field is curved
with a small radius of curvature. The associated magnetic
curvature force is directed to retard the jet so the velocity of
the jet tip will be less than that of the main body. This
implies existence of a bunching or stagnation at axial loca-
tions just below the tip. The situation is analogous to a group
of cars going 80 km/h on a highway with the cars far behind
going 100 km/h and having to slow down as they catch up
with the 80 km/h group. An observer moving at 90 km/h
between the two groups will see cars from behind approach-
ing at 100 km/h and cars in front at 80 km/h. In the
observer’s frame, it will appear that the cars behind are
approaching at 10 km/h and the cars in front are also
approaching at 10 km/h so the density of cars will increase in
the vicinity of the observer.
Thus, the region just before the jet tip will have an
increase in density because of the axial compression result-
ing from the bunching. Since toroidal magnetic flux is frozen
into the plasma, this axial compression of the plasma will
axially compress the frozen-in toroidal flux and so increase
B/ since B/ is the toroidal flux density. However, because
B/ provides the radial inward pinch force, the axial plasma
compression resulting from the converging velocity in the jet
frame will enhance the pinch force. This enhancement will
reduce the jet radius near the tip and so collimate the jet. The
necessity for reducing the jet radius can also be seen to be
required because Itot is fixed and Ampere’s law implies
l0Itot ¼ 2paðzÞB/ðaðzÞÞ so amplification of B/ at constant
Itot necessitates a reduction in aðzÞ:
2. Quantitative analysis of collimation
The axial magnetic force is
Fz ¼ JrB/  J/Br (31)
and since Jr; B/; J/; and Br are all positive, the JrB/ term is
identified as giving a force that accelerates the jet, while the
J/Br term provides a retarding force that decelerates the jet.
The axial dependence of the jet radius used in Eq. (18) could
be expressed as
aðzÞ ¼ a0 exp
ðz
0
jðz0Þdz0
 
; (32)
where jðzÞ is small and nearly independent of z in the main
jet column but abruptly becomes large as the main column
turns into the jet tip because at the tip the poloidal flux con-
tour abruptly changes from being vertical to being horizon-
tal. Insertion of Eq. (32) in Eq. (18) gives a gradually flaring
poloidal flux wðr; zÞ in the main jet column and then a sud-
den broadening at the jet tip. This change affects J/ since
J/ ¼  1
2prl0
r
@
@r
1
r
@w
@r
 
þ @
2w
@z2
 
¼ rw0
pa20l0
dj
dz
 2j2
 
exp 2
ðz
0
jðz0Þdz0
 
: (33)
Since jðzÞ and dj=dz are both small in the jet main body,
J/ is negligible in the main body. In contrast, at the jet
tip where dj=dz abruptly becomes large, Eq. (33) shows
that there will be a localized large, finite positive J/ if the
change is so abrupt that dj=dz > 2j2: Furthermore, since w
suddenly drops when a(z) suddenly becomes large, Br
¼ ð2prÞ1@w=@z will be substantial at the jet tip. The axial
magnetic force JrB/  J/Br will then become negative, i.e.,
become a retarding force near the jet tip. This decelerates the
jet near the tip so the tip will move slower than the main jet
body. An observer moving in the jet frame and located just
before the tip will observe a converging axial velocity since
plasma in front of the observer (closer to the tip) will be
moving slower than the observer, while plasma behind the
observer will be moving faster than the observer.
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The relation between tip deceleration and collimation
can be seen from the toroidal component of the induction
equation. Dotting Eq. (2) with r/ gives
@
@t
B/
r
 
¼ r  U Bð Þ  r/
	 

¼ r  BU/
r
 UB/
r
 
¼ B  r U/
r
 
 B/
r
r  U U  r B/
r
 
: (34)
Since U/ ¼ 0 is assumed, this can be re-arranged as
d
dt
B/
r
 
¼ B/
r
r  U; (35)
where d=dt ¼ @=@tþ U  r is the convective derivative, i.e.,
the time derivative experienced by an observer moving with
the fluid. Equation (35) shows, as predicted by the highway
traffic analog, that B/ increases if there is a converging flow
velocity, i.e., when r  U is negative.
The equation of continuity, Eq. (1e), can be written as
dq
dt
þ qr  U ¼ 0 (36)
so eliminating r  U between Eqs. (35) and (36) gives
B/
r
 1
d
dt
B/
r
 
¼ q1 dq
dt
; (37)
which can be integrated to give
d
dt
ln
B/
qr
 
¼ 0 (38)
so B/=qr is constant in the jet frame. This implies that if q
increases, B/ must correspondingly increase and so confirms
that axial compression of the jet increases B/: Ampere’s law
shows that this also implies Itot=qaðzÞ2 is constant in the jet
frame. Since Itot is fixed, increasing q requires that a(z)
decreases and so axial compression of the jet tends to colli-
mate the jet. Once the jet is collimated, @=@z vanishes so
there is no axial acceleration and the jet in the collimated
region moves ballistically.
VI. SOLAR CORONAL LOOPS
The direction of jet acceleration does not depend on the
sign of the electric current since the magnetic forces pre-
scribed by Eq. (5) depend on B2: A solar coronal loop is an
arched, twisted magnetic flux tube. The twist implies exis-
tence of an electric current flowing along the flux tube axis.
The locations where the two bases of the arch intersect the
solar surface are called footpoints so the arch spans two foot-
points and the twist means that there is an electric current
flowing from one footpoint to the other along the arched
loop. Should there be no current flowing in the flux tube, the
magnetic field in the flux tube would be a vacuum field and
so would be the result of currents flowing below the solar
surface. Since these currents are below the solar surface, the
magnetic fields produced by these currents would become
weaker with increasing altitude above the solar surface. This
leads one to expect that if the flux tube consists of a vacuum
magnetic field, the apex of the arched flux tube should be
bulged as in Fig. 5(a), i.e., the apex would have field lines
that are more widely spaced from each other than the corre-
sponding field line spacing near the footpoints. However,
observations show that solar loops are not bulged but instead
are highly collimated, i.e., the cross-section at the apex is
only slightly larger than at the footpoints.48
It was proposed in Ref. 49 that this observed collimation
could be explained as a corollary of the jet model given here.
It is presumed that there is a slight increase of loop cross-
section on moving away from the footpoint and that there is
an electric current flowing from one footpoint to the other as
sketched in Fig. 5(b). Since jet acceleration is independent of
the current polarity, there will be upward jet flows from both
footpoints and these oppositely moving flows will collide at
the apex. The collision at the apex will provide axial com-
pression and hence collimation. The frozen-in toroidal-like
magnetic flux shown as circles linking the arched loop in
Fig. 5(b) is carried along by the flow and collides at the apex
thereby amplifying the flux density associated with these
loops, i.e., increasing the toroidal-like field and its associated
pinch force and so collimating the loop.
VII. ASSOCIATION OF TOROIDALVELOCITY WITH
TIME-DEPENDENT CURRENT
We now return to the jet geometry sketched in Figs. 1–4
and the associated analysis. It has been assumed that the
poloidal current Itot is constant and that there is no toroidal
velocity U/. We now validate this assumption by showing
that U/ is proportional to the time derivative of I , i.e., U/
 @I=@t and, furthermore, that any change in U/ requires
current to flow across poloidal flux surfaces. This can be
deduced from either the single particle guiding center
approximation or from the MHD equations. The single parti-
cle argument is more intuitive and so will be given. For sim-
plicity, the discussion will be in the context of an initially
FIG. 5. (a) Arched vacuum solar magnetic field. (b) Arched solar magnetic
field with current flowing along arch. Jet upflows are accelerated from both
footpoints. These upflows collide at the apex, compressing the plasma and
the frozen-in toroidal-like magnetic flux associated with the current. The
amplified toroidal-like magnetic field collimates the flux tube which is now
filled with plasma.
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straight, uniform cylindrical flux tube with no initial B/ so
the initial field is B ¼ Bzz^:
According to the guiding center approximation (Sec.
3.5.2 in Ref. 29), two types of particle drifts exist in a
straight, uniform magnetic field, namely, the E cross B drift
and the polarization drift. The E cross B drift is the same for
electrons and ions and so can be written as the center of
mass drift
U ¼ E B
B2z
; (39)
which is equivalent to the ideal MHD Ohm’s law [Eq. (1c)].
The polarization drift is
vpr ¼ mr
qrB2
dE?
dt
; (40)
where ? means perpendicular with respect to the magnetic
field. Summing the polarization drift over particles and spe-
cies gives the polarization current
Jp ¼
X
r¼i;e
nqrvpr ¼ q
B2z
dE?
dt
: (41)
Crossing this current with B corresponds to
Jp  B ¼ q d
dt
E?  B
B2z
¼ q dU
dt
; (42)
which essentially retrieves the MHD equation of motion if
rP is neglected. In this simplified model, the ideal Ohm’s
law prescribes Ez¼ 0 so the azimuthal component of
Faraday’s law becomes
@Er
@z
¼  @B/
@t
; (43)
which can be integrated with respect to z to give
Er ¼ z @B/
@t
: (44)
Using Ampere’s law B/ ¼ l0I=2pr, this becomes
Er ¼ z l0
2pr
@I
@t
: (45)
The picture of poloidal flux surfaces as being like insulated
skins of an onion can be modified to be consistent with this
point of view by imagining that the insulated onion skins are
now separated from each other by a dielectric. The skins
then act like the metal plates of a capacitor and so allow an
AC current to flow between skins, but not a DC current. This
impossibility of having a DC current flowing across flux sur-
faces in an ideal MHD plasma implies that the current source
shown in the negative-z region in Figs. 1–5 cannot be in a
region governed by ideal MHD.50,51 For example, in con-
structing the numerical jet model in Ref. 52 it was found nec-
essary to introduce below the z¼ 0 plane a small non-MHD
region where a fictitious spatially localized source term
replaced the zero on the RHS of Eq. (2). This fictitious
source term created toroidal magnetic field, i.e., created
toroidal flux that could then move upwards.
The radial current density comes from Eq. (41) and is
Jr ¼ q
B2z
@Er
@t
¼ z l0
2pr
q
B2z
@2I
@t2
: (46)
The toroidal velocity is given by Eq. (39) to be
U/ ¼ Er
Bz
¼ z l0
2prBz
@I
@t
(47)
showing that U/ ¼ 0 if I is constant. If the current is ramped
from zero to a constant value, @2I=@t2 is initially positive,
then drops to zero, while @I=@t is finite and constant, and
finally @2I=@t2 is negative until @I=@t drops to zero. This can
be understood in terms of the time dependence of U/: The
initial @2I=@t2 stage corresponds to acceleration in the /
direction (U/ increases from zero), the constant @I=@t stage
corresponds to constant U/, and the negative @
2I=@t2 stage
corresponds to deceleration until U/ is zero. The time inte-
gral of U/=r gives a finite angular displacement
D/ ¼
ðt
0
U/
r
dt ¼ z l0I
2pr2Bz
¼ z
r
B/
Bz
: (48)
Thus, the ramping up of I to a finite value corresponds
to a finite twisting of the plasma because D/ is proportional
to z: This analysis validates the assumption in Sec. V that
U/ ¼ 0 when I is constant. Reference 49 provides a similar
proof using flux coordinates.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL SUPPORT
FOR THE MODEL
Jets consistent with the concepts presented here have
been studied in the author’s laboratory at Caltech. The condi-
tions that the ideal MHD description is a relevant description
to an experiment depend on the characteristic scale length L
of the experiment and on plasma parameters. The conditions
are: (i) the Lundquist number S ¼ l0vAL=g should be large
compared to unity so that magnetic flux is frozen into the
frame of the plasma and (ii) the ion skin depth di ¼ c=xpi
should be small compared to L so that Hall terms can be
neglected. The electron temperature in the Caltech experi-
ments is Te> 2 eV so g < 2 104 Ohm-m and a nominal
Alfven velocity is vA > 104 m s
1, while a nominal scale
length is L¼ 0.2m which gives S > 10: The nominal density
for an Ar plasma is n ¼ 1022 m3 corresponding to an ion
skin depth di ¼ 1:4 102 m so L > di is satisfied by the
global jet motion. However, in certain circumstances53,54 the
jet radial dimension can become comparable to an ion skin
depth in which case Hall physics becomes important.
These experiments show collimation22,55 and scaling of
jet velocity with current56 as predicted by Eq. (28). A 3D
numerical MHD calculation52 with parameters correspond-
ing to the Caltech experiment showed velocities and collima-
tion consistent with the model predictions as well as
verification of the Bernoulli-like relation. The numerical cal-
culation was executed using dimensionless variables and so
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could be scaled both to the experiment and to an astrophysi-
cal jet situation.
A set of experiments simulating solar coronal loops has
also been studied in the author’s laboratory at Caltech and
these have shown the predicted upflows from both foot-
points.25 Most recently, there has been a direct measure-
ment26 of the time-dependent vector magnetic field Bðr; tÞ in
a 3D volume. This measurement had sufficient spatial reso-
lution to allow for calculation of J from the curl of the mea-
sured magnetic field and thus calculation of the 3D magnetic
force J B in a 3D volume. The experimentally measured
B and derived J demonstrated the predicted upward J B
force at both footpoints.
IX. ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND ASPECTS OF JETS
Jets provide the context for a large variety of other phe-
nomena which will only be briefly mentioned here since the
details of these phenomena are complex and beyond the
scope of this tutorial. These phenomena include:
1. Kinking of the jet. Because the axial magnetic field of a
long jet is nearly in the z direction, the combination of
this field with the toroidal field implies that the jet mag-
netic field is nearly the same as the straight cylindrical
approximation of a tokamak. The MHD kink instability
involves a magnetically confined MHD plasma trying to
coil up to release its magnetic energy. This tendency to
coil up is because a coiled conductor has higher induc-
tance than a straight conductor and because the magnetic
energy of a flux conserving circuit scales inversely with
its inductance (see Sec. 9.6 of Ref. 29). Periodic boundary
conditions require kinking to satisfy the condition k  B
¼ 2pBz=Lþ nB/=a ¼ 0 where n is an integer; setting n
¼ –1 corresponds to the q> 1 stability Kruskal-Shafranov
kink stability condition relevant to tokamaks. Short jets
effectively have q	 1 but as the jet lengthens, q drops to
unity at which point the jet kinks. This kinking has been
studied in detail in experiments at Caltech24,57 and has
also been observed in numerical simulations18,58 of astro-
physical jets.
2. Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The exponentially growing
helical deformation caused by the kinking means that the
jet has a large acceleration perpendicular to the z axis.
Because the jet density exceeds that in the region outside
the jet and because large lateral acceleration corresponds
to the existence of a large effective gravity in the jet
frame, the situation is one of a heavy fluid (i.e., the jet) on
top of a light fluid (i.e., region outside the jet). A heavy
fluid on top of a light fluid is subject to the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability wherein the heavy and light fluids inter-
change the average position via a rippling at the interface.
For each downward heavy-fluid ripple, there is a corre-
sponding adjacent upward light-fluid ripple. The gravita-
tional potential energy of the system is thereby reduced
and this liberation of potential energy goes into the kinetic
energy of the ripples which thus become larger. This
behavior was observed in the Caltech jet experiment
where kinking spawned a distinct Rayleigh-Taylor
instability53 having a faster time scale and a shorter length
scale than the kink instability.
3. Breaking of the jet and reconnection. The Rayleigh-
Taylor instability occurs only on the trailing side of the
laterally accelerating jet; this is because it is only on this
side that the heavy fluid is on top of the light fluid. The
consequence of this one-sidedness is that the jet current
channel becomes choked as the low-density, light-fluid
ripple eats into the jet cross-section. This choking of the
jet radius increases the axial current density and it has
been hypothesized53 that the increased axial current den-
sity can lead to an increase in local effective resistivity
until there is essentially an open circuit. This behavior is
observed to occur when the Rayleigh-Taylor ripples
squeeze the jet width to be less than an ion skin depth and
in this circumstance, ideal MHD is no longer an appropri-
ate description as Hall terms must now be taken into
account. This change in the magnetic structure corre-
sponds to a breaking off of the jet and such a change in
magnetic topology is a form of magnetic reconnection.
4. Collision of the jet with a target cloud. A jet might propa-
gate in a low density background but then come to a
region of high density. This will slow down the impacting
jet and compress the density and magnetic flux in the jet.
This process likely occurs with astrophysical jets that are
presumed59,60 to collide with molecular clouds; this pro-
cess has been observed in laboratory jets.61
5. Shocks in the jet. The jet velocity depends on the mass
density q so if there is a modulation of the injected q at
the jet base, there will be an axial variation in the jet axial
velocity. In this case, a faster axial segment of the jet will
catch up with and collide with a slower moving segment
and this will result in shock behavior. This is believed to
occur in astrophysical jets and has been observed in the
Imperial College laboratory experiment.62
6. Launching of the jet by an accretion disk. Steady injection
of magnetic flux and mass at z ¼ 0 is inconsistent with the
frozen-in flux properties of ideal MHD so it is necessary
that the z ¼ 0 base be governed by equations beyond the
scope of ideal MHD. This is important for modeling the
coupling between accretion disks and astrophysical jets.
An accretion disk has finite, negative Ur and a portion of
this radial inflow supplies the mass for the jet axial out-
flow. The radial component of Ohm’s law [Eq. (1c)],
namely, Er þ U/Bz  UzB/ ¼ 0, allows for finite Er, but
the azimuthal component of Eq. (1c) does not allow for
finite Ur. The latter difficulty occurs because Bz is
assumed constant in the z ¼ 0 plane and the system is axi-
symmetric; this implies that E/ ¼ 0: Furthermore,
because of combined axial symmetry and axisymmetry at
the disk, Br must vanish in the disk and so the conse-
quence is that there is no term to balance the UrBz term in
E/ þ UzBr  UrBz ¼ 0. The author has proposed that the
weak ionization of protostellar accretion disks shows that
the ideal MHD Ohm’s law should be replaced by a Hall
Ohm’s law. This replacement makes it possible to have
the released gravitational potential energy of the accreting
material generate a radial electric field that then drives
jets.50,51 The model shows that an inward radial current in
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the accretion disk completes the electric circuit involving
the jet poloidal current. This radial inward current is con-
stant and flows across flux surfaces in the accretion disk
and so is contrary to the constraints posed by the ideal
MHD equations. The model showed that if a particle has
a charge-to-mass ratio so small that the effective cyclo-
tron frequency is of the order of the Kepler frequency,
then certain charged particles, namely, those with zero
canonical angular momentum, could move across flux
surfaces and provide a constant radially inward current. It
was proposed that these zero canonical angular momen-
tum particles would not be actual particles but instead
would be the center of mass of a clump of collisionally
coupled neutrals and ions in the very weakly ionized
plasma. The effective mass of the clump is that of the
neutrals and the effective charge is that of the ions so the
clump charge-to-mass ratio would be suitably small.
7. Relativistic jets. If the jet becomes relativistic, then the
mass density q must have the relativistic form cq where
c ¼ ð1 U2=c2Þ1=2 and there is an electric force as well
as a magnetic force.63
X. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL PRESENTED HERE
TO MODELS IN THE ASTROPHYSICAL LITERATURE
The astrophysical literature contains jet models of vary-
ing complexity. For example, Lynden-Bell64 has presented a
relatively simple analytical model containing great many
simplifying assumptions whereas Staff et al.,58 Pudritz,
Hardcastle, and Gabuzda (PHB),65 and Ferreira and
Deguiran66 have presented more complex models with fewer
assumptions. We will now provide a brief comparison of the
model presented here to Refs. 64–66 which are to be under-
stood to be representative of the wide range of astrophysical
models for jets and accretion.
Because Lynden-Bell uses a different notation from that
used here, care must be used in relating Lynden-Bell’s equa-
tions to those presented here. Lynden-Bell uses P instead of
w to denote poloidal flux; thus Lynden-Bell’s Eq. (2) is in
agreement with Eqs. (6)–(8) given here. However, in contrast
to the model presented here, Lynden-Bell assumes a force-
free condition, i.e., J B ¼ 0 and claims in his Eq. (2) that
this implies
B/ ¼ l0
2pr
IðwÞ; (49)
where the dependence of I on w is to be determined [in
Lynden-Bell’s notation, l0IðwÞ becomes bðPÞ]. Because the
assumption of a force-free equilibrium corresponds to there
being no pressure gradient and no acceleration, Lynden-Bell
is essentially setting up a force-free version (i.e., zero pres-
sure gradient limit) of Eq. (15), the Grad-Shafranov equa-
tion, namely,
1
l0
r  1
r2
rw
 
þ l0I
r2
@I
@w
¼ 0: (50)
On making the replacements w! P and l0IðwÞ ! bðPÞ,
Eq. (50) above becomes Lynden-Bell’s Eq. (3). This is the
spheromak equilibrium equation (8) except that the boundary
conditions used by Lynden-Bell are very different from the
conventional spheromak boundary condition of a perfectly
conducting wall on which w is uniform. Lynden-Bell instead
assumes that the jet is a cavity inside an external medium
having pressure p(z) and that at the interface B2=2l0 ¼ pðzÞ.
This is different in substance from the model presented here
because Lynden-Bell effectively assumes that the jet is a
massless bubble of magnetic field immersed in a high-
pressure external medium with the interface self-adjusting so
that at each location on the interface the outward pressure of
the magnetic bubble balances the inward pressure from the
external medium. There is thus no description of the mass
density in the jet, of the mass flux into the jet, of the fluid
velocity in the jet, or of pressure gradients in the jet. In con-
trast, the model presented here presumes that the jet has
mass, a mass flux, a radial pressure gradient such that the jet
hydrodynamic pressure is maximum on the jet axis and zero
at the outer radius of the jet, and that the jet has an axial
velocity gradient which balances an axial force as seen from
balancing the terms in Eq. (14c). In effect, Lynden-Bell is
setting U ¼ 0 and pressure P¼ 0 in Eq. (14) to make the jet
a massless bubble. The acceleration that occurs in Lynden-
Bell’s analysis occurs when the front of the magnetic bubble
pushes against an external medium having a pressure rapidly
decreasing with increasing z; as the bubble top feels less
opposing force, the top of bubble accelerates upwards and
the bubble elongates. This is similar to bubbles originating
from the ocean bottom expanding as they rise to the surface
where the ambient pressure is lower than that at the bottom.
The acceleration is not from magnetic forces acting on the
jet mass as Lynden-Bell’s jet has zero mass and the internal
magnetic field is force-free.
Unlike Lynden-Bell, but like the model presented here,
the model of Pudritz, Hardcastle, and Gabuzda (PHB)65 is
not force-free and furthermore assumes the jet contains
mass to be accelerated. The PHB model consists of some
analytical relations and then a full numerical solution of the
MHD equations. The analytical relations assume a quasi-
static system and conclude that Upol must be parallel to Bpol:
This is consistent with the model presented here for the
main jet column where the magnetic field is also assumed
quasi-static. However, the quasi-static assumption does not
apply to the jet tip because an observer standing in the jet
path would see a large @B=@t as the jet tip sweeps past the
observer’s location. The PHB model allows for launching
with finite U/ and then considers how U/ evolves, whereas
the model presented here has U/ ¼ 0. Finite U/ could be
added to the model presented here and would result in an
outward centrifugal force in Eq. (14a) so less hydrodynamic
pressure P would be required to balance the radially inward
force of the magnetic pinch force. The analytical portion of
the PHB model argues that B/ 	 Bz in which case there
would be very little retarding force from stretching the
poloidal field. In comparison, the model presented here does
not assume B/ 	 Bz.
The model58 of Staff et al. uses the numerical MHD
methods described in PHB to model actual astrophysical jets
observed by the Hubble Space Telescope. The resulting
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models are quite similar to the Caltech jet experiment, the
main exception being that the kinking in the model of Staff
et al. has more periods of kinking and the kink amplitude sat-
urates without destroying the jet. The similarities can be
seen by comparing Figs. 2–4 of Staff et al. to Fig. 4 here.
Both the figures of Staff et al. and Fig. 4 here show a colli-
mated jet that slows down (stagnates) near the jet tip (see
Fig. 4 of Staff et al.) and has an increase in density near the
tip as a result of this stagnation (see Fig. 3 of Staff et al.).
This slowing and associated axial compression of the density
is consistent with the discussion in Sec. VC here.
Ferreira and Deguiran66 consider what is needed for
disks to launch jets and conclude that jets cannot be launched
from disks unless there is some anomalous turbulent viscos-
ity in the disk. Their analysis is based on self-similar models
and so does not take into account the complete poloidal cur-
rent circuit nor the location of the toroidal current distribu-
tion responsible for creating the poloidal flux. The jet
launching is a complicated process according to Ferreira and
Deguiran and cannot be described by a few simple equations.
As discussed in item 6 of Sec. IX, the author has proposed a
Hall MHD, weak disk ionization model50,51 where no anom-
alous viscosity is required to launch a jet from a disk.
Instead, a current source results from inward spiraling
clumps of neutrals that are collisionally bound to a small
number of ions. This inward motion of mass and positive
charge corresponds to accretion and to radial electric current
while the accumulation of positive charge at small radius
produces a radially outward electric field that both drives the
jet current and injects toroidal flux into the jet. This model
provides boundary conditions essentially identical to those
of the Caltech experiment and the experiment shows very
clearly that imposition of such boundary conditions causes
jets to be launched.
XI. SUMMARY
MHD-driven jets are shown to have different mecha-
nisms dominating in different parts of the jet. This can be
understood in terms of the competition between the forces
resulting from magnetic field curvature and from magnetic
field gradients. The jet main column is squeezed by the
pinching resulting from the toroidal magnetic field and is
accelerated on axis by the gradient of the axial pressure gra-
dient resulting from the axial gradient of this squeezing. Off-
axis magnetic forces resulting from the axial gradient of the
toroidal field provide axial acceleration. The jet tip has a
retarding force because of the strong curvature of the poloi-
dal magnetic field at the apex. This results in an axial non-
uniformity of the jet velocity such that the tip velocity moves
more slowly than the fluid behind the tip. The stagnation in
the jet frame resulting from this axial non-uniformity com-
presses embedded toroidal magnetic flux, thereby amplifying
the frozen-in toroidal magnetic field and so enhancing the
pinching to produce collimation of the jet. Experimental
measurements support these arguments. Because the ideal
MHD equations have no intrinsic scale, these conclusions
are relevant to solar and astrophysical plasmas as well as lab
plasmas.
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